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Platinum Capital Management Limited
Best Single Strategy Funds & FoHF Manager & Client Choice Award - 75% Retention
Over 5 Years
Platinum Capital Management Limited
Platinum Capital Management Ltd. is a global investment firm that manages single strategy
funds and funds of funds for investors worldwide. Founded in 1999, Platinum Capital
Management Ltd. is based in London, with affiliate offices in Zurich, Isle of Man, and Los
Angeles. Platinum’s expertise in the research, development and implementation of unique
alternative investment products derives from the aggregate investment experience of
Platinum professionals. Platinum funds offer investors a range of investment strategies built
on Platinum’s commitment to delivering quality long-term investment success and a culture
which embraces the continual enhancement of its investment selection, asset allocation and
ongoing risk management capabilities.
Platinum distinguishes itself as a boutique asset manager offering investors a premium
platform – pedigreed professionals, top tier counterparties, operational best practice, &
seamless multi-jurisdictional regulatory oversight. Platinum’s origins as a family office
underscores Platinum's values and is the cornerstone of Platinum’s long-term approach to
investing. Each of Platinum’s strategies are seeded with internal capital, and 75% of investor
capital has been with Platinum for over 5 years. Platinum’s flagship funds, Platinum All Star
and Platinum Global Dividend, have performed strongly for investors over the short and long
term and both significantly outperformed their respective benchmarks in 2013. Platinum fund
strategies do not rely on the use of significant leverage to achieve compelling risk-adjusted
returns; the majority of Platinum’s funds employ little to no net leverage.
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By their very nature, alternative investments
are a breed apart.
Often governed by their own set of rules and
practices, they rarely conform to industry
standards – and so it is with many of those
individuals and businesses who work in the
sector.
The 2014 Alternative Investment Awards
celebrate some of the leading lights making
a big difference in one of the most exciting,
unpredictable and fast moving sectors in the
global business world. From the firms whose
ability to think differently is changing the
very way in which we invest to the businesses and individuals driving compliance and
shaping the regulations that affect the wider
investment industry, we are paying tribute to
them all.
As part of these prestigious awards, some
of the biggest and most influential names
on the financial landscape stand shoulder
to shoulder with smaller – albeit no less influential or ground breaking – organisations
and shine a spotlight on some of the most
forward-thinking work done anywhere in the
world over the past 12 months.
So, let’s find out who has been at very
forefront of the Alternative Investment pack
this year, and hear from some of the most respected voices in their respective industries.
Mark Toon, Editor, Wealth & Finance
mark.toon@ai-globalmedia.com

